
We are tired of cleaning up after you. Of 
wondering what you actually meant. We
are tired of being the only ones to follow up, to instigate 
conversations, to consider how our actions make others feel. 
Do you default to defending your actions? Do you often say that you didn 7 
mean it that way, and somehow suppose that makes things OK? Accept 
the fact that we ve heard it too many times, that phrases like

Vm Sorry feel forced, and phony. Think before you
act. Your actions are powerful, and we hope that you use those powers 
for good. Be sincere. Be sweet. Stare down the things in 
yourself you don’t like, and make steps to change them. Lift

up, and give SpClCC to women, queer, trans, and non 
binary people. Consider the space you take up, be willing to 
give up some of yours to make way for others. If you have a 
platform, use it to support those who don’t. Don’t speak for 
them, give them the fucking mic. It’s ok if you didn’t think of 
these things before, I hope that you start to think of them now.

\ It s ok to ask questions, but don’t always expect answers,

j guidance, and emotional labor. Listen. Seek OUt
I information on your own. Unlearn the
I bad, relearn the good, and teach yourself
j as much as you can, by looking for

resources on your own. It is your
responsibility to work on yourself, we are
rooting for you.

Think before you speak.
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licking our wounds:

■ healing from gender violence on Pittsburgh’s left
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The lines are being] 
drawn today.
Watch where you 

\stand.
The contents of this zine were created by a 
variety of people in Pittsburgh’s leftist 
community. We hope readers can reflect on 
how each one of can uphold damaging 
behaviors and societal patterns. There are 
many changes that need to be made to 
eliminate forms of gendered violence that 
people experience both in and out of 
organizing spaces. We hope that this zine 
has initiated the processes of change and 
healing.

Until a world where all of this is obsolete,

ANTI-COPYRIGHT REPRODUCE FREELY



We are sick of being quiet, we are sick of 
waiting. We are sick of being beaten, raped, 
dismissed, ignored.
We believe that love, friendship, bricks and fists 
are all necessary when confronting systems of 
oppression and the people that uphold them. 
We will take back the streets into the hands of 
no one and everyone.
We will soak each other in courage.
To rejoice, to rebel, to love, to rage, 
in solidarity.
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m reserve the right to exclude anyone from 
Nightshade, regardless of their identity, who is a 
known or alleged perpetrator or misogynist. 
Nightshade is not simply a collection of people 
with non-cis-male identities. IVe are united 
because we choose to tie our futures to the 
collective fates of women, trans, femme and 
other gender oppressed folks. Our lives depend 
on the collective treatment and liberation of all 
feminine and gender variant identities. If you are 
in any way an obstacle to creating thriving 
conditions for women, trans and queer folks you

/■?!

Nightshade is a collective in Pittsburgh, PA 
writing and organizing against the capitalist 
hetero-patriarchy that permeates modern 
society at every level. We are dedicated to 
providing physical, digital and written safer 
spaces for women and queer people, as 
well as engaging in direct action against 
patriarchal oppression.



This piece is addressed to those who might secretly see a 
part of themselves in the perps described in this zine; to the 
men who hold excessive power in social scenes and 
revolutionaiy movements; to non-men who have allied
theiY^eer the patriarchy through

^-pounding uponhe Idea that since the inauguration of Trump we have entered a new era 
era of increased police repression of activists and bloated charges

toTto g°
toe^to-toe with antifascists in the streets. Yetso much remains the same
Immigrants and their families still live under the constant fear of
deportation at the hands of ICE. The snuffing out of vibrant Black lives by

demiI bT ' P'"" about in
detail below, the functions of the patriarchy continue to be expressed even
in the supposedly "safe" spaces we hold dear. This includes loL music

f "anarchist" organizing spaces We in
Nightshade have seen this expressed most clearly in two forms.- sexual 

ence and imbalance of decision-making power. In later pages of this 
zine you will hear our specific accusations.

‘“r to-
.h. b,“, l°,r "r” '“'P PP' ftnaon
he basis of the existing power structures of whiteness, misogyny, and 
ransphobia that shape the world we live in. A group that eschews the idea 

of leaders will end up having them anyway: just listen for the loudest voice 
and you ve found your leader, probably a white person and probably 
someone who is read as masculine.

Many of you that call yourselves anarchists have lost sight of the concept 
that anarchism was never supposed to be against all authority, but against 

niustified authority; not for chaos but for an order created among peers 
akunin, though rightly marginalized and castigated today for his 

anti-semitism and other failings, was at least gesturing in the right 
direction when he said:

THERE IS NO BETTER TIME 
TO BREAK WHAT HURTS 
YOU THEN WHEN IT’S RIGHT 
IN FRONT OF YOU.

^ fight,.
To abolish sexual a^j^

To abolish prisons.^^^^
To abolish the couple-form^
To abolish the nuclear family!______
To abolish gender violen^^^jj^^ ^

To abolish hetero-normativityj^^^^^B 
To abolish trans-misogynj^-^

To abolish silence.
To aboli^ fhe boy^c^^

To live. M 
To be hearci^
To listen.
To cry.
1^ hold ___ _____

To protect. 
To hate.
To fight.
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To exist without fear. 
To set fire.
To love.



MANIFEST^

WE ARE THE SUM OF AN 
EQUATION WE DO NOT DESIRE

when we say feminism, we recognize that our fight 
is inherently anti-capitalist, because capitalism 
upholds, reproduces and relies on patriarchy, 
we are aware that our fight is inherently queer, and 
we refuse to settle for less, 
we intentionally diverge from the status quo. 
we deliberately subvert our pre-written futures, 
we refuse to stay in the margins, 
we understand that our fight is inherently 
intersectional, because the oppression of women, 
trans and genderqueer people does not exist in 
isolation from the oppression of folks based on race, 
ability, sexuality, and class, and is instead 
accentuated by the way it intersects with other areas 
of political and personal identity, 
we believe in community accountability processes 
as an alternative to police and prisons, 
we believe in the necessity of spaces that exclude 
cis-gendered men to ensure our safety and 
empowerment.
we realize that our fight is inherently loving, 
because on the other end of opposition to the 
patriarchal gender binary, is the love needed to 
create a newer, safer, and more beautiful world.
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Does It follow that I drive back even- authority? The thought would
never occur to me. When it is a question of boots I refer the matter to
the authonty of the cobbler; when it is a que.stion of houses, canals or 
railroads, I consult that of the architect or engineer. For each special 
area of knowledge I .speak to the appropriate expert.”- What is Authority

As women, as trans and/or queer people, we say something that might 
sound blasphemous to some ears; we demand that you recognize our 
authority. We don’t have all the answers, but we have perspectives that are 
alien to your experience, and our movements must integrate all our 
experiences and translate them into praxis if we are to have any chance of 
victon., of liberation for us all. We must begin from where we stand and 
we stand amid a landscape of silenced voices and broken consent

Not only will we not be silent about sexual violence and 
informal hierarchies within our movement, we will take 
action to abolish them.

concrete jumping off point that would contribute to this open-ended 
project. 1 propose a sort of permanent spokescouncil, essentially a congress

are committed to anti-capitalist, anti-white-supremacy, anti-patriarchy
gg eoutsi et ® apparatus of the state and its extensions in the NGOs

eall?" groups could appraise
other of their activities and cooperate where it makes sense At the

same time, groups would be able to critique one another's politics and 
actions using their own experience and position class/race/gender 
hierarchies, so that reactionaiy tendencies can be pointed out and 
squashed. Nightshade would be one voice among many, we do not claim to 
speak for all women, all trans people, or all queer people, especially since
most ofour core membership is white. any since

Recognition of the authority of non-cis-men within 
revolutionary organizations will not guarantee victory but 
Its absence will make it impossible. You say that all ofour
struggles are supposed to connect and support one another 
Start acting like it.
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““Not-man” cannot be understood as shorthand for 
! “women & others.” It is, rather than a collection of 
' non-male identities, a way of referring to the product of 

gender as a relationship of exploitation. “It is nonsensical 
to describe not-men as doing something — anything — or 
having any unity,” because not-man is a position of 
silence, an exclusion from subjectivity as it is put to work 
within gender and patriarchy. This cannot be confined to 
eny group of bodies or identities, and to conflate it with a 
unitary womanhood would be an error on the order of 
conflating “proletarian” with “industrial worker.” None of 
us are not-men by virtue of anatomy or identification, 
rather not-men is a position we are forced into, to 
greater or lesser degree as the recipients of gendered 

violence.
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DO you" uggle to push down .hose Wusive ^
thoughts, the beliefs you've tried to snub oul>eJ}^ <

j..Hnpmfints you try to

_____________ ____[Do you unknowingly,
or knowingly think about non-dudes as lesser than S: 

'cismeh? *

>4 ta6»^;*tegJ7od "tvlardly or mwaidly describe 
women and non-men by their aPPearance, d^

describethemasteing^^5rtc||ycl^

js it mgraine^n you that you feel like you hav^to 

into temim^mMSm

^ overcompensate^ ¥M

-i'

Over

MMi
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Do you ignore women and non-dudes in j 
conversations or introductions? Do you interrupt or ‘ ' - W, J*
negate women and non-men? Do you listen? Your |' j '* •
misogyny is showing, and you can try to hide it, ^
but it is there, it is ugly, and it is a problem. % fj***' ; j

^ I

Effectively, the not-man cannot speak, cannot be 
represented with total accuracy, as it is defined through 
lack and absence. Still, it is a point in a relationship which 
is constitutive of gendered class, and discussion of it is 
necessary for any understanding of what it is to be a 
woman, man, transgender, or queer. Not-man is a means 
of addressing the problem of patriarchy — the way in

constitutive of gender’s class rea^mT^" " 

womanhood and manhood exist only in relation to it - 
but It IS irreducible to one or several classes.”

lat
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What follows is a collection of the experiences that 
women and queer people have had with gendered 
violence and sexism in the organizing community, 
DIY community, and various “radical” ’^scenes’” in 
Pittsburgh, PA.

Much of what is written is vague to maintain 
anonymity of the contributors. Please do not attempt 
to figure out if you are written about in this zine.



We are writing to you because we hope that these words | 
may affect your actions in the future. We are writing to * 
you because you are the other half of our friends, our 
community, our lovers and our city. We are writing to you 
because every woman we know has experienced gendered 
violence and has a stoiy to share, and we don’t think 
you’ll hear these stories otherwise.n;

l :

IWearewritingtoyou
because you are not there with us on the car rides soaked

With tears after being victimized, or the nights of anxious 
self-doubt and subsequent affirmation that we give each 
other. You are not there for the meetings in which we do 
not swallow our words, in which we are not afraid to
speak up. We are writing to you because you can’t be 
there.

/You participated in an organizing group *hat was 
often facilitated by women and genderqueer folks. 
You consistently contested and disagreed with any 
propositions by those who fit this category. Speaking 
loudly and articulately, you contradicted everything 
we said. But you validated that which men and 

Vmasculine presenting people proposed.
„,^^^You told th^ 

/women that they had too much power in the group,
I maybe because you’ve never been in a group wherei 
' women have any type of power? JpF"

quit the group
because of “un^al power structures” and now

j P^rtneX wi'hThefds mt" Yof

IS

'J*'--

, J^ember tSl irTi^efy other qrouD''
dassroorn, lunch table, or organJng settfng we 

^because there was no where else to go.
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You have lots of women who organize with you but 
they never seem to be able to steer the direction of 
your organizing or make anything really happen that 
you don’t want to happen. You said that one of the 
women in your group feels like she can’t take 
ownership over organizing. Why do you think that 
might be?[

LUNG-

^ ^ creating different models
9 nizing that validate and work with the qualit

socie,vTifeiK" '0 have by c
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f fitter

again and againi

One of your roommates was a rapist You never told 
me that he had raped people. Instead, you kept 
inviting me over and having people at your place, 
drunken parties, etc. Your roommate would hit on 
me sometimes but luckily I mostly ignored him. 
Throughout the year he raped multiple women that 
were in our friend group, I only found out that he 
was a rapist from another woman who told me at the 
end of the year. I felt betrayed by you when 1 heard 
this. I was pissed that you would put the safely of 
me and other women in such jeopardy so you 
could...have a great party?{

Your misogyny is showing.

You are someone who supposedly

stands up for women and femmes. A lot of women 
went over to your house with a (apparently naive) 
feeling that we’d be safer there because we were 
going to be around people who had similar politics to 
us, people who said they did not condone sexual 
assault, etc. By not telling EVERYONE who walked 
Into your house that you had a KNOWN RAPIST 
LIVING IN YOUR HOUSE you put tons of people at 
risk of BEING RAPED, and enabled him to rape 
others You could have prevented things. If you 
cannot handle the consequences of telling people 
you have a rapist living with you, either 1) kick out 
the rapist or 2) do not have anyone over to your 
house. Do not enable rapists. Do not try to cover 
your apologist ass. Do not ever invite femmes or 
anyone into your house when there is a known 
rapist LIVING IN YOUR HOUSE. 33

- In high school the boys I was friends with said they 
would beat up anyone who raped a woman. When 
we went to them telling them how their friend was 
touching girls in ways that made them cry the boys 
ignored us. Years later, when their friend got kicked 
out of college for (only) a semester for raping a 
woman those boys kept it a secret and told 
everyone not to talk about what he’d done.

from porch/^
! - -altnjg library Ustani ^ ^^f^teria table/in ^^ble/on

femme fr/enn^^ stories ^
; have heaX^ W'"

...folc^ atones worse than what w7ha!!e
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Even though the group we were part of was 
supposed to be run horizontally, you somehow 
assumed the role of decision maker in many 
situations. Seemingly, I should have been able to 
voice my opinion and have an open conversation 
about what I was thinking. Because we promoted 
this group as an inclusive, non-hierarchical and 
empowering environment, feeling dismissed made 
me question if something was wrong with me, rather 
than if something was wrong with the group itself. 
While I struggled to be heard, you were able to 
make final decisions for the group. This dissonance 
between our goals for the group and the reality

iCOMMON ENTOLOMA CREEN-SPORED MUSHROOM
EMETIC RUS



/made me deeply insecure and paranoid that iS

IrPQ * f^ore '
spect because of male privilege. I thought people

would see my critique of male privilege as myi
emp to victimize myself and manipulate the

group process. So instead, I rationalized what was,
I happening and assumed that I was totally in the
wrong and that you must just be a better organizer 
than me. -------

I At one of the last meetings I went" waT^vSfl 

P nion on an Idea that you sprang on the group In

savl S r"” ' started
saying that people didn't feel comfortable in my
alt fo T down to

the 9lear before but Ie fact that you were giving me pointed bits of
critique ,n front of other people, in a totallytdllah
■me was not ok. You were undermiUnri

confidence again and trying to weaken me while ^

^^^^rtsMegitimate suggestions and concerns. ‘

■m
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with you, 1 started ^
really insecure and paranoid that 1 was do ng 

i something wrong or suggesting bad idea® 
just unliked by people in the group. 1 ,
weren't the only person creating this somewhat toxic 
environment (and I know I wasn't always blameless 
either) At the end of the year, i tried taiking abou i 
L,h you but you didn't listen to what I was saying.

<r. - :%fy

Instead, you flipped it all on me like I was the one 
making all the problems, and then never hit me up 
again. This made me feel like I was in the wrong for 
trying to talk about the ways you made me feel 
unsure of myself and unwanted in a group that 
seemed to be so important and so right to so many 
other people. When I would talk about how you had 
upset me to other people, almost everyone 
defended you because you were so overwhelming 
liked by others. I felt really quieted down, like I was 
in the wrong for holding personal grudges against 
you and trying to distance myself from you for my 
own mental health,------------------------------



Worst of all, when all the dust settled between me 
and your group, other dudes and organizers started 
to talk shit on lots of the prominent women 
organizers in your group. These dudes blamed 
these women for the shit that went down, calling 
them liberals and saying they were bad organizers. 
They stopped trying to hang out with them and kind 
of ruined their reputation amongst radicals. But 
these same dudes refused to hold you to similar 
standards. Instead, they said that you were different 
from the women. That somehow you weren’t 
responsible for what happened, that you weren’t a 
sell-out like them. You maintained your prominence 
in the radical organizing scene. I started to think that 
maybe these women were all to blame. Maybe you 
weren’t actually a liberal sell-out even though you 
had literally sold me out for a liberal

You cut me off all of the time when I am 
talking or assume that you already know 
what I am going to say. Your misogyny 
is showing



You, without knowing you are doing it, are 
demanding an end to women and queer spaces.

You told us that nightshade shouldn’t be just queer 
people and femmes because it is “exclusionary.”
Take a moment to think about why there needs to be 
organizing spaces that are not dominated by those I 
who have the power in every other space. Take a 
moment to think about why people might feel safer 
to drink, to have fun, to speak up, to talk about how 
they feel, in meetings and parties hosted by 
nightshade. Patterns of abuse and unequal 
relationship dynamics are so deeply engrained in 
our lives, spaces and communities. You are aware I 
of this and you are trying to fight this, aren't you? We I 
must work to undo such patterns in every space with 
every gender and identity, while still creating spaces ■

d e a d l y  a ma n it a

excludedso they can be given a voice.

us "Jeerbad''°^ V^u make

consent. Sometimes, you don't ask us to be in mur 
9mup either. Sometimes, you ask h/m totl^Z



How To Use T1
► Science Words Used in This Issue. 
The following derivations may be help 
ful in discussing science words in this 
issue.

galaxy: from Greek galact and Latin 
lac, meaning 

cosmology
meaning “ott ' *■ ^erse ; an 
meaning “to speak or tell of.

microcosm: from Greek mikro, mean-, 
ing “small”; and kosmos, “order or uni 
verse.”

macrocosm: from Greek makro, mean 
ing “large”; and kosmos, “order or uni 
verse.”

'The Milky 
It’s Greek k( impossible

some sev@|]

working today as in 1955, and their 
ranks are increasing rapidly.

Answers to Cause and Effect Ques 
tions: 1. Man knew nothing of many im 
portant events in the universe. 2. This 

the earth’s at- 
uld give clues 
in the universe 

irs ago. 4. This 
impede their | 

''with each other.
. Students should 

feC of the earth is 
important to their lives. If they live in

rpecj conversations with most of you . ^ state
meamni

geophysics: from Greek geo, mean- Andreas fauirand drift slowly into the; 
ing “earth;” and physika, “nature.” Pacific. (Iceland, too, is slowly splitting!

oceanography: from Greek ocean, apart.) 
meaning “river encircling the earth”; As the article says, getting deep into 
and graphon, “to write.” the earth would be extremely difficult,

atom: frq^.£ree^Tatomo5, meaning wiJla^iever. saientists ar« working on a

to have

“indivisible 
nucleus ij 

“kernel or nTm-
The HeaveiiisYpp; 4-6). This artick, 

like many of those in; 6iis issue, has two

You talk at me all the time, but
me TOOK oeneatn, letting gravitT’pull 
down the device. When it got to a speci 
fied depth, the reactor would drop off,

have never asked me a
field; and two, to impress on them' the pies to the surface. ^
fact that man’s ioiirnev into knowledge Answers to Main Idea Questions: I.- 
has just begun. | ^ X‘ f sentence is important

In astronomy, I CjUCStlOn, t because things in space help to shape,*; 
ean only guess ab| f'' our lives. For example, radiation trapped
questions as the formaiYidii rthe^flHP^ by the earth’s magnetic field affects radio '! 
verse, its size, and how it operates. At communications and space travel. 2. As 
the same time, new techniques such as stated, this idea is not important. It was 
radio telescopes and rockets to lift in- not Sputnik’s name that counted, but
struments above tf-------------’---- --------  '' _ ---- ----^ reactions it caused. 3.
that the age of astrl oe U'/aH m\/ Orfininn In sentence three is im- 
There are ten timej I liy UfJIMIUI I • • - type, ,„ay

------------------------------------ I'"----------------------------------------------------------------- '
The Will To Serve—Albert Schweit- Choral Reading Adapted from Dick- 
zer, a Peace Corps Trainee 
Archaeological Israel, the Historical

ens A Christmas Carol 
Term Tests in Social Studies

Christmas English

r -didn't want to have anv^a f'' discussed how we
administrators and that we w^rSvCtr

just to say that we did. At the end of he r ® 
administrator suggested thei "laeting the
W9her-ups soonto « ato .To 
together to achieve ourgSis Thrar 
and I said "We're „ef ™ administrator left
-eating with Tm ri ,r
the stars in your eyes Bom !
-aybe entranced by the ^mas r^® 

administrators in suits r-Jiow ® of
a good idea ,0 hive a 

administrators again. I started to

the group thought that was a bad idea,

how it was part of our very strategy to not engage 
heavily with school officials. You snapped back at 

me, an you stop being so emotional?” Your 
misogyny fe s/iomng. You reduced my rational 
and logical arguments to a nonsensical emotional 
outburst. You tned to silence me with a stereotype 
used to quiet generations of intelligent and 
emotional women Your misogyny is showing 
when you somehow believe I am incapable of
thinking logically because I'm just too fucking 
emotional. ^
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After a march we organized together you got 
interviewed by a news station. After, you ran up to 
me. “Hey! The news crew wants to interview you! 
They said they want to interview a woman!" Your 
misogyny is showing. Thank you for tokenizing 
me, as if my biggest contribution was simply my 
pronouns <3



You had been one of my best friends for a while—one of 
the only men I felt comfortable around. You often told me 
I was your best friend. You knew I was gay. But none of 
that stopped you from texting me at two in the morning 
one night asking me to have sex with you. When I said 
no, that you were just my friend, that I was not interested 
in you like that, you didn’t stop. Instead, you begged. You 
told me that you knew I was gay but that you could still 
make me feel good and to PLEASE give you a chance. I 
stopped responding, only to continue getting 
uncomfortable messages from you. The next day I heard 
from you again, but only saying “wanna get food?” as if 
nothing had happened.

And I just want to scream until my eyes pop out of 
their sockets
Do anything besides nervously dig my fingers into 
my palms
in fists inside my pockets

Because it was your hands 
and your grip 
but
my strung out body
Lying like dead weight
Beneath your malignant manipulation

II
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And my bones were screaming telling me that this is 

all wrong
And my heart pumping so hard in my chest trying to 

escape
And get as far away form you as it possible could
And I thought I hit rock bottom
Lfntil it hit me back and it looked just like you
And you’ve left my body a pile of filthy rags
While your sanctimonious power

Towers
Over everyone & everything you claim to fight for

► ■^ ■ I-'
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And your guilt is either absent or benign 
But even now your breath has a way of 
choking mine



riend got into a friendly argument with a guy about 
pomes. You Kept going back and forth and^Ld ,o 

oh.me in but couldn't really work my way into

tried to add my thoughts. The guy you were arguing 
with immediately turned to me ^nd YELLED Hy

face. I stopped talking and the three of you kept 
arguing ignoring that A MAN YELLED IN MY FACE 
TO GET ME TO STOP TALKING. Your misogyny
IS shovring At the end of the night I went up to you
and said that dude was a huge sexist. You just 
aughed in my face, thinking I must have been telling

ahi“cif V '"“Offyny Is showing. I was taken 
aback. You always made like you were such a
eminist and shit. Tm serious. He yelled in my face 

and he was being really sexist,' You reached out 
and hugged me. Touching me without asking 
hinking that what I needed to feel better was 

physical attention from you.



1 was at a hardcore show with an absurdly 
aggressive crowd. There were posters of porn stars 
all over the walls and none of you were even 
reacting. After taking a walk to chill out I got back to 
the venue and, refreshingly, there was a femme 

fronted act.

«'ou/dn,T aw sex afated

sono fr, - ^ ^ ®'fen( am ^ '^'a/ence q ,.

®'^9er’<
''o/ce,,

! Before
The next song, she asked if femmes and queers 
would come to the front to be with her. All three of us 
were pushed out in the first 30 seconds. How will 

you help to make hardcore more inviting to smaller 
people, femme people, and differently abled body 
people? Is your moshing more important^n our

safety?



V,

Q that yo^ ■

i broken vNorn^

r^

1 4 S
: gH M H n I 

l» « I* 1 
! **>1SMJ

lYou refer to m^i^^nd so’s girlfriet^

h ern an accessory.!

k\%

[Vour misogyny is
showing.

k



You said that you had a problem with the way that I 
organize. I try to organize to open up space for the 
voices of femme and non cis dudes. It takes a lot of 
energy in every meeting to try and make sure that 
cis-dudes aren’t talking over everybody and to try 
and build up the confidence of femmes and 
encourage their participation. A lot of my personal 
energy each meeting went into keeping the space 
open for femmes, which I know you didn’t notice. 
Instead, you would sometimes seemingly hijack the 
meetings we were having. Like you would suggest 
something and if we all didn’t jive with it you would 
keep bringing it up in a way that made it impossible 
to move on. We would engage with what you were 
suggesting but you wouldn’t listen to our concerns or 
critiques. Still, we took on several of your ideas and 
put in leg work to make them happen. But I guess 
that wasn’t enough for you? You left the group after 
things didn’t go just your way.

A

kiss'.'

™ being a woman who wganizesTseH i° 
doing what you accused ? fu

group ,ha., pnon„,,,



iHUIvit^ er VULKMAK WbNUl

Men make a mirror out of me.

They stare at my body and 5
they see the way their mother’s covered p 
hers up.

They take my hands into theirs 
and pretend I’m their dad 
who never called them "honey".

Tir

They press their noses against me 
I to see themselves/
I kiss themselves/

j hurt themselves.

A'.

ST%
X

\ ^ I don’t look like anything ]

\ & I m not an equation for you to figure out I
why you hurt other people f

because you don’t know how to trust yourself. |

f- )
XattiA.

I

my friends) but have never seen you or anyone call 
them out. 1 am scared now to organize in 
non-femme spaces because 1 am scared of cis-men 
seeing me as too bossy or too assertive. When 1 
was a kid, my New Year's resolution was always to 
be less bossy. Only later did 1 realize that people 
called me bossy because 1 was a girl with an 
opinion. It has taken me years to know that it is ok 
for me to be assertive around men. 1 am afraid that 
my confidence will make you feel hostile towards 
me. 1 am afraid that your hostility might be 
dangerous to me, my mental health and my 
reputation. 1 can sense that the men around me feel 
that my confidence is a threat to them. You gam your 
power from me and other femmes being silent. 
Being myself, being outspoken and believing in my 
visions disrupts this silence and questions the 
foundation from which you’ve built your pathetic

egos.
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To the person who ‘cared’ about me

What do you do when the person who you confided 
in about your abuser becomes a mental force of 

manipulation?
Dark comers at 1 am, telling you about my self 
|destruction, you holding my bloody wrists 
whispering to me about the anarchist politics 
revolving around abuse. You getting closer while I m

sputtering about my significant other.
Unanswered texts about my anxiety, asking to meet 
up for a cigarette, getting closer.
'Me, alone in my room, convinced you are the type of 
partner 1 need, one who is in tune with femme 
presenting individuals and the complexity of their 

psyche.
|You, lying about your own relationships, open and 
close, stop and go, telling me I make you feel safe.

I Gaslighting.

You, telling me I am strong for leaving him.
You, telling me I never deserve to be treated as 
lesser.
You, telling me we can be safe spaces for each other, 
as my mind is reeling from the after-effects of 
mistreatment.
You, asking if it’s okay to touch the skin of my lower 
back in the middle of January underneath my five 
layers, while you already are.
You, giving me literature on the strength of femmes,

I telling me I am significant.
Not significant enough to let your partner know what 
you say to me when they aren’t there, but significant 
nonetheless I suppose.

forced to endure this pain. The embers seared 

my skin, bubbled and oozed and I just didn t 

understand why the words still hurt more.
You’ll forget what you did, or at least lose the 

raw guilt you said you felt - that lump in 

your throat you were able to swallow when 

you saw my face and all the burning embers 

searing behind my eyes. You won’t ever 
think of my face again and so the words 
won’t linger in the air in front of yours. ^^9

\ see the bum that’s scarred on my hand 
every morning when I wake up, every time I 

look down anxiously avoiding the world m 
front of me, every time I touch, every time 

someone reached for my hand -1 see the scar 

that I made.

But you won’t see the scar that you made - 
you don’t see me every morning when you 
wake up, every time you look down, every 
time you touch or when someone reaches for 

your hand - you get to forget the scar that 

you made because it’s walking around out of 
your sight, struggling to make it through 
another day.



ITie firs, time I said i, out loud to someone I

go so angry at the words. I wanted to hurt
tl>em. Hurt Aem for the way dtey tasted in
my mouth, the way they vibrated in my 
'aphragm and under my skin, the way they 

mgered m the air, so vile and taunting, right
in front of my face. ^

________ ^ got so angry at
words and that no matter how much I wanted 
It I could never make them not true. I got so 

angiy at the words that I pressed my burning 

cigarette onto the skin of my hands, the skin. 
The skin that your skin touched and your lips 
kissed, the skin tat felt your heart beat, the 

skin that will never understand why it’s being

You, hinting at being alone with me at 3 in the 
morning.
You, telling me you care about me, as you deny your 
interactions with me.
Me, texting you about feeling unsafe in the man’s 
bed I am in, you telling me to crawl into bed with 
you when I get back to Oakland.
You, telling me in mid-July you want to be in a 
relationship with me.
You, confiding in me about your partner, telling me
you want to leave, over and over and over again. 
You, two months later, telling me I always overstay 
my welcome after spending an hour in bed with me.

me to stay.
You, three inches from my face, me pushed against a
wall, physically and metaphorically
You, exasperated when Z am unsure whether to get
closer or Stay Where I am.. ^
The answer is stay where I am
You, isolating me in group evente for a cigarette.

diK t T"* 3t me
due to how attractive I am.
Your misogyny is showing.



You, whispering across pillows you are in love with 

me.
You, a week later, telling me you never meant that, 
you simply felt you had to say it to make me happy. 
Even though I never brought romantic love into the 

conversation.
Even though my happiness was never the point of 

focus in our interactions.
Even though the situation was created so you could 
manipulate multiple femmes in your life.

So I’m curious, why you feel the need to be sexually 
active with those who you supposedly care about? 
Why you felt the need to make me feel as if I asked 
for the ways you fucked with my head, when you 
could’ve simply, at any point told me, “I am in an 
open relationship, however, this does not include 
interactions”

You, asking to smoke a cigarette after everything is 
over, telling me I still mean the world to you.
Me, falling for your manipulations, until the moment 
that I don’t.
Me, still unable to look you in the eyes in public 

spaces.
You, to this day, lying about me.
Me, feeling unstable in the community because of 
one person who said they cared about me.


